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Abstract
Today’s Internet availability is low, despite the efforts of organizations to improve failure resilience
through multi-homing. In this paper, we analyze where and how much exposure to topology is needed
to best improve availability without sacrificing scalability. Through this analysis, we find that exposing
choice of the first and last AS hops between multi-homed AS pairs can almost always provide a maximum
number of AS disjoint paths through the network, whereas the paths exposed under multi-homing tend
to share the same inbound route to multi-homed destinations.
We qualify our topological analysis with an active measurement study showing that exposing choice of
the first and last AS hops can provide availability approaching the optimal availability possible, suggesting that high availability can be obtained without sacrificing scalability.
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Introduction

Today’s Internet availability is low compared to the telephone and emergency service networks [25].
Techniques such as multi-homing can improve availability, but not always to the degree that a site might
desire [22, 1].
Fundamentally, network availability is determined by three properties: 1) responsiveness: the granularity of failure detection and the speed of recovery; 2) topological richness: the physical redundancy
present in the Internet; and 3) topological exposure: the portion of the topology that is exposed for use
in selecting paths.
Responsiveness: Numerous studies have described ways to make routing protocols respond more
rapidly to failures [24, 21, 8]. Others have shown that allowing end-system input in path selection can
improve the granularity of failure detection beyond simple link and node failures [4, 3, 19, 38].
Topological Exposure: Yet more research has shown that exposing more of the topology for path
selection, e.g. in the form of multi-homing or overlays can also improve availability [1]. Several studies
provide mechanisms for obtaining and using multiple paths [44, 46, 3, 19, 38, 1, 4, 24, 21], each using
differing degrees of topological exposure. The effectiveness of any path selection mechanism depends
critically on which portions of the topology it can choose from. This work is agnostic to the exact
mechanism used, assuming only that one exists. In this paper, we attempt to understand how much
availability can be achieved by exposing different sets of Autonomous System (AS) paths.
On one end of the exposure spectrum lies single path routing (using the Border Gateway Protocol –
BGP), where only one path to a prefix is exposed. On the other end lies source routing, which exposes
all paths but suffers from scalability problems. The essential tradeoff in this spectrum balances the level
of exposure to topological information with the scalability problems introduced from having to prune
paths.
Through Autonomous System (AS) topology measurements, we find that exposing the topology of
the edges of the network provides the most effective improvements to availability: most multi-homed
pairs can obtain a maximum number of disjoint paths through the Internet core by only choosing the first
and last AS hop on the path, allowing BGP to route from multi-homed provider to multi-homed provider.
In contrast, we discover that multi-homing usually fails to provide the necessary exposure required
to produce disjoint paths through the network, due in part to unequal AS path lengths and the tradeoff of
low route exposure for improved scalability under BGP.
We qualify this analysis with an active measurement study, measuring availability to real multihomed destinations on the Internet. We find that exposing the first and last hops between multi-homed
ASes can significantly improve availability over simple multi-homing, completely eliminating failures
for 10-20% of paths that could not be avoided by multi-homing alone. In addition, choosing the first and
last hops provides availability that approaches the optimal availability possible.
We believe these results provide important guidelines for current and future multi-path architectures
designed to improve availability, by suggesting where topological exposure is most important and by
demonstrating using real-world measurements that path disjointness can improve availability. Moreover,
these results indicate that the topological redundancy introduced by multi-homing can provide resilience
to failure if end-hosts are exposed to the right set of paths.
The measurement methods described in this paper present several techniques for discovering and verifying multi-homed end-hosts on the Internet. Our data collection and analysis techniques give a method
of evaluating the availability of paths that traverse routers off the default path, allowing measurement of
paths beyond those currently provided by BGP.
Our paper is organized as follows: §2 provides a background on availability, BGP routing and its
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drawbacks with respect to multi-homing. §3 describes our study of path disjointness on inferred AS
topologies. §4 and §5 describe our active measurement methods and results, respectively. Lastly, we
conclude with a brief discussion of architectural implications and related work in §6.

2

Background

End-to-end availability on the Internet is low compared to the telephone and emergency service networks [4, 13]. Unfortunately, many different factors contribute to reduced availability, not one easilyfixed flaw:
1. ROUTING CONVERGENCE [25]: BGP may take from several to tens of minutes to converge to
new paths after a failure. Stability controls such as route flap damping can make the problem
worse [31].
2. M ISCONFIGURATION is a major source of routing problems [30], at the router, BGP, or IGP level.
Many operators still manually configure each router [9], making human error a large factor. Even
if current efforts to verify [14] or centralize [9, 18] router configuration become widely deployed,
human error is likely to remain a major cause of outages.
3. M ALICE AND SECURITY VULNERABILITIES: DoS attacks, prefix hijacking, and other attacks
against the infrastructure pose significant threats to availability [7, 32]. While proposals exist to
secure routing or thwart DoS attacks, such proposals have not yet been adopted widely enough to
realize their benefits.
4. H ARDWARE AND SOFTWARE BUGS and other failures that affect end-to-end connectivity without
being reflected in the control-plane are another significant source of downtime [37]. Unfortunately,
when such flaws materialize only at the data-plane, routing cannot circumvent them, making such
problems harder to diagnose and remedy.

2.1

Host-informed Path Selection

Many recent research efforts have focused on improving end-to-end Internet availability and performance [38, 1, 4, 19]. Their results overwhelmingly suggest that some form of host-informed path
selection can enhance availability and performance beyond that provided by current intra-domain and
inter-domain protocols. Several proposals for failover-based inter-domain routing show how to quickly
recover from failures, but require that failures be detected by the routing plane [8, 24, 21]. In contrast,
host-informed path selection provides failure detection at a finer, application-specific granularity.
For example, both Akella et al. [1] and MONET [4] enable end-hosts to select from multiple paths for
better availability and performance. Their results suggest two principal reasons for allowing end-hosts
to participate (to some degree) in path selection.
First, end-to-end path selection masks failures across a wide array of components, regardless of the
cause or precise location of those failures. With today’s Internet outages having varied and complex
causes (e.g., misconfiguration), host-informed path selection is an appealing way to mask those failures
without confronting the myriad ways in which individual components can fail.
Second, path availability is ultimately application-specific. Instant messaging applications may be
satisfied with low bandwidth channels and 3 second latencies, but interactive voice or video applications
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would certainly feel otherwise. Regardless of its specific needs, the application is the ultimate arbiter of
whether or not communication is successful.
While providing end-hosts with multiple paths can be effective, providing too many path choices
can be paralyzing, particularly when many paths must be probed before succeeding [46]. We believe
a multi-path architecture should present a small set of paths that are likely to be high-performing and
failure disjoint. Regardless of how paths are selected, in this paper we attempt to identify where path
choice should be provided to end-hosts to support this goal.

2.2

On Multi-homing
“Most surprisingly, we discovered many cases in which an origin AS was unreachable
through one of its providers but not others, suggesting that multi-homing does not always
provide the resilience to failure that it should.” – E. Katz-Bassett [22]

The most popular form of obtaining multiple paths today is through multi-homing, whereby an organization obtains connectivity to the Internet through several providers. Previous research has shown that
for multi-homed sources contacting single-homed destinations, availability is limited by failures near
the single-homed destination [1]. Unfortunately, the recent quotation above suggests that multi-homed
destinations do not observe the failure resilience expected by multi-homing.
To understand this lack of resilience, we begin by briefly describing how BGP advertises a multihomed organization’s inbound routes. Next, we explain the how the limitations of inbound route selection
can lead to decreased failure resilience.
Inbound route advertisement in BGP: A multi-homed organization’s providers will announce that
they can reach the organization’s IP prefix(es) to neighboring ASes using BGP. When another AS hears
of two or more paths to the same prefix, it will forward only one of these paths to neighboring ASes.
While the choice of which path to forward is up to the forwarding AS, most ASes tend to forward the
shortest AS path. As a result of BGP’s forwarding policies, nearly all ASes only hear of a subset of the
paths to a given prefix.
Limitations of inbound route selection: For outgoing packets, multi-homing can provide resilience
to nearby failures using some form of host-informed path selection (e.g. intelligent multi-homing [1]):
if one of the source’s providers fails, the source can route outgoing packets through one of its working
providers. Incoming packets, unfortunately, are not as easily controlled by the source: a destination
replying to the multi-homed source relies on BGP to provide it with a working path.
If all AS paths advertised to the destination route through a failed provider, the destination will
not be able to directly send packets to the source. Until the path repairs or the source’s working path
announcement reaches the destination, the two will be unable to bilaterally communicate. Unfortunately,
the delay between a detected failure and the destination hearing the announcement of the new working
path can often take minutes to hours, significantly reducing availability [25]. Prior work has overcome
this limitation using NATs or by proxying all traffic through intermediate nodes [4, 19].
Exposing choice at the edges: The results of work on end-host path selection systems suggest that
organizations benefit from first hop path choice because most failures occur at the network edges [1, 4].
Explicitly providing path choice at both the source and the destination edges can increase control of
inbound route selection and introduce path diversity where failures are most likely to occur. As we show
later in the paper, providing first and last hop choice to hosts appears quite effective in circumventing
most failures (§5), while also providing a principled explanation for why these paths should be failure
disjoint (§3.2).
3

3

Analysis of Path Disjointness in the AS Topology

To understand where exposure to topology can most benefit availability, we perform an analysis of failure
resilience on inferred AS topologies. As a first approximation of failure resilience, we calculate the
number of AS disjoint paths between multi-homed AS pairs using measurements on several inferred AS
topologies.
The result of this analysis is that most paths entering a multi-homed destination tend to route through
a subset of the available providers of that destination, yielding suboptimal AS path disjointness for most
AS pairs. By explicitly exposing path choice of both the first and last AS hops, most multi-homed AS
pairs can obtain a maximum number of disjoint paths while BGP determines routes through the core of
the Internet.

3.1

Metric of Choice: AS Path Disjointness

We choose AS path disjointness as a representative metric for evaluating the failure resiliency of multihoming in this section. Path disjointness is a useful metric for evaluating failure resiliency for the following reasons:
Access links frequently limit availability [1]. Hardware used at the edges is often less reliable or less
expertly managed. The cost of providing physical redundancy is often too high for a low-bandwidth
access link. It seems unlikely that these (primarily economic) factors are likely to change any time soon.
There may be multiple paths to a location (e.g., using wireless), but access links will remain less reliable
than carrier-grade backbone links.
A scarcity of AS links at the edges. Maximum path disjointness is primarily determined at the edges of
the network. For small-degree multi-homed AS pairs, the total number of disjoint paths between them
(calculated using min-vertex-cut) is nearly always determined by the minimum degree of the two nodes
in the pair. This confirms intuition that there is significantly more AS link diversity in the core of the
network than at the edges.
Single points of failure can limit availability. Paths that share components are susceptible to failures
at common locations. If two paths from a source AS S towards a destination D traverse the same upstream provider of D, then a routing failure in that provider AS can bring down both paths from S to D.
Completely disjoint paths can eliminate single points of failure, assuming the paths do not experience
correlated failures.
If all links are created equal, then choosing between completely disjoint paths maximally improves
availability. In practice, of course, some links are better than others, but path disjointness is still a
reasonable proxy for failure disjointness. As such, it is a common goal of route control systems and multihoming techniques [36, 1] and of proposals for improved inter-domain routing [24, 46]. Recent work on
consensus routing shows that using a “most-disjoint” backup path for transient routing connectivity is
robust to individual stub link failures [21]. In addition, our real-world measurement results (§5) suggest
that having disjoint paths does significantly improve availability.
For simplicity and to keep the number of paths manageable, in this portion of the analysis we target
AS path disjointness instead of router or link disjointness. An AS disjoint path is router and link disjoint,
but is also more likely to be administratively disjoint, and hence subject to fewer sources of correlated
failures while still able to tolerate individual router and link failures. Of course, exceptions exist that
still affect many ASes, and we do not claim that AS disjointness would provide perfect resilience to all
of them. Examples include prefix hijacking, BGP errors such as the well-known AS7007 incident [10],
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Figure 1: Example AS Topology. (a) Paths using First Hop Choice collide at an ingress. (b) Two paths using
First+Last Hop Choice collide in the middle. (c) Full Path Choice obtains maximum path disjointness.

or IP links that traverse the same physical conduit [12]. While these remaining sources of correlated
failures can reduce the benefits of AS disjoint paths, it is the current best proxy for failure disjointness.

3.2

Analysis Method

We define three AS path construction mechanisms:
• First Hop Choice: The source AS chooses only through which outbound AS to send a packet,
using the shortest policy-compliant path from the source’s neighbors to the destination.
• First+Last Hop Choice: The source specifies the first and last hop AS link to route through, using
the shortest policy-compliant path through the core.
• Full Path Choice: The source can construct arbitrary AS paths to reach the destination.
First Hop Choice is similar to today’s “intelligent route control” systems available to multi-homed
organizations [1]; it is the current state of the art in deployed path selection mechanisms.
First+Last Hop Choice increases the amount of path choice over First Hop Choice by allowing a
multi-homed source communicating with a multi-homed destination to choose through which immediate
provider to reach that destination, but without controlling the path between the source’s providers and
the destination’s providers.
Full Path Choice can achieve the maximum number of disjoint paths between the source and destination; knowing the upper bound helps us understand the effectiveness of the first two models and how
much room is left for improvement.
Calculating Disjointness: Full Path Choice will always obtain the maximum number of AS disjoint paths, which is the min-vertex-cut between the source and destination. For First Hop Choice and
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First+Last Hop Choice, we compute the min-vertex-cut of the subset of possible paths constructed by
each mechanism, and compare this number to the maximum.
Figure 1 shows an example topology (ignoring relationships for simplicity), and the shortest possible
paths chosen under each mechanism. Under First Hop Choice, all three paths collide at the upper right
node, as the shortest path from each of the source’s upstreams go through the same entrance to the
destination, yielding only 1 effective disjoint path.
Under First+Last Hop Choice, the source can choose a matching between the first hop AS and the
last hop AS; Figure 1 shows the best possible matching. The top two paths are disjoint, but the bottom
path shares an AS with the middle path, so First+Last Hop Choice provides 2 completely disjoint paths.
Finally, Full Path Choice can obtain 3 disjoint paths, even if it requires using longer paths. In this
example, First Hop Choice and First+Last Hop Choice fail to obtain as many disjoint paths as Full Path
Choice.
Data Sources and Inputs: We measure the number of AS disjoint paths under each path model for
all pairs of ASes that have between two and five upstream providers in a February 2007 annotated AS
relationship graph [11], representing nearly 85 million AS pairs; we choose these small-degree ASes as
they are most likely to be multi-homing for reliability.1 In our analysis, we use shortest policy-compliant
paths to emulate the predominant BGP route selection metric.
Verifying with Traceroutes: To verify the accuracy of our analysis on inferred topologies, we also
compute the number of AS disjoint paths between 1.5 million AS pairs using iPlane traceroutes [29].
Traceroute data provides information about the real paths that packets take through the network, and
helps account for biases in static AS topology measurements. We map traceroute paths to AS paths and
calculate disjointness under the path models described above.

3.3

Analytical Results

Figure 2 plots the fraction of AS pairs that achieve maximum AS path disjointness under both First+Last
Hop Choice and First Hop Choice path models. For example, of all 85 million AS pairs considered in
the AS topology, 92% of pairs achieve as many AS disjoint paths using First+Last Hop Choice as they
can with the optimal Full Path Choice mechanism. In contrast, First Hop Choice provides the maximum
number of disjoint paths for far fewer AS pairs in both inferred topology and traceroute measurements.
First+Last Hop Choice and short path lengths ensure disjointness: First+Last Hop Choice performs well because optimal AS disjointness is determined primarily near the edges. The core has plenty
of AS link diversity, so it is important for paths to use all the available upstreams of both the source and
destination. Most of the AS paths we consider consist of between 5 and 6 ASes. For paths of length
5, First+Last Hop Choice specifies every AS on the path except the middle (third) AS, and the paths
rarely route through the exact same middle AS [43]. Recent work has shown that the diameter of the AS
graph has been shrinking over time, suggesting that these results are likely to hold into the future [27].
Complex mechanisms that express more paths between the edges generally cannot produce more disjoint
paths, since First+Last Hop Choice is almost always an optimal strategy.
Unequal Path Lengths Reduce Disjointness Using First Hop Choice: The number of disjoint paths
using First Hop Choice is relatively low. This is due in part to biases introduced by unequal AS path
lengths for paths between a multi-homed source and destination. As shown in Figure 1(a), one of the
1 We

performed our analysis on several AS graphs, differing in both date of inference (May 2005, Feb 2007, May 2007) as
well as inference algorithm (CAIDA [11], Gao [17], He [20]), and found that our results were very similar for all graphs [43].
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Success at Obtaining Optimal Path Disjointness
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Figure 2: First+Last Hop Choice obtains a maximum number of AS disjoint paths for most AS pairs: values
shown for analysis on Feb 2007 CAIDA graph and May 2007 iPlane traceroutes.

destination’s providers is closer to all three of the source’s providers, so only that one provider will be
used to route traffic between the source and destination.
To quantify the degree to which unequal path lengths play a role, we compute the path lengths
between each upstream neighbor and the closest Tier-1 for all 2-multi-homed ASes in our study. Out
of the approximately 9500 2-multi-homed ASes in our measurement, we find that half of these ASes
have upstream providers with different distances to the closest Tier-1. Most paths collide at the Tier-1s,
reaffirming previous results on multi-homing and path diversity [26].
The discrepancy between traceroute and inferred topology results suggests that the topology-based
analysis slightly overestimates the effectiveness of First+Last Hop Choice and underestimates the disjointness provided by First Hop Choice. The overestimate is likely due to inaccuracies in AS topology
inference and a known overestimate of shortest-path policy prevalence [39], while the underestimate can
be attributed to ASes that balance traffic using path padding.
However, even if ASes use path-padding to balance their path lengths to the core, there is at most
a 50% chance that a multi-homed source will be exposed to paths going through all of a destination’s
upstream providers. In the best case, each of the source’s providers will observe paths of equal length
through all of the destination’s upstream providers. For the source to obtain completely disjoint paths,
its own providers must independently forward a path traversing a unique upstream AS. The likelihood of
the source obtaining paths through all of the destination’s providers is
n

 
n
i
(1 − )m
P(m, n) = ∑ (−1)
n
2
i=0
i

where m,n are the number of providers of the source and destination, respectively.
This probability is upper-bounded by 50% for m,n ≥ 2, and drops rapidly with increased multihoming. Thus, First Hop Choice is unlikely to obtain a maximum number of disjoint paths for more than
50% of AS pairs without explicit coordination between the organization’s providers.

4

Active Measurement Method

Our analysis of path disjointness in the AS topology shows that having choice of both the first and last AS
hops can almost always provide disjointness. In contrast, intelligent multi-homing (First Hop Choice)
rarely obtains a maximum number of disjoint paths.
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Figure 3: Traceroute paths (denoted by dashed lines) from PLi nodes to BGP atom destination D traverse
immediate upstream routers U1 , U2 , and U3 . We also check that Ui to D latency is < 2.5ms to ensure D and
Ui nodes are roughly in the same location to find “locally multi-homed” destinations.

We therefore conducted an active measurement study to understand whether (and to what degree)
AS path disjointness translates into improved failure resilience. While our previous analysis showed
AS topological insights for improved availability, our active measurement study attempts to quantify the
real-world end-to-end availability benefits that AS disjointness can provide.

4.1

Node Selection

To compare the effectiveness of multi-homing mechanisms using active measurements, we require multihomed sources that we control, and destinations that are verifiably multi-homed. Below, we describe
our methods for obtaining probe sources and probe destinations that are AS multi-homed to evaluate
First+Last Hop Choice.
4.1.1

Multi-homed Probe Destinations

To find AS multi-homed destinations that respond to probes, we look for destinations in the Internet with
the following characteristics:
1. The destination must have between two and five upstream providers.
2. We must be able to identify the destination’s set of immediate upstream routers, which are addressed out of the provider’s address space.
3. Every upstream router must be geographically close to the destination.
4. The routers must respond to probes from our sources.
The first requirement is instituted to evaluate the same type of ASes measured in our analysis in §3.2.
The second requirement ensures that the destinations we choose allow us to evaluate the First+Last
Hop Choice path model described in §3. The third requirement ensures that the destinations we choose
are “locally multi-homed destinations”: multi-homed stub ASes seeking higher availability and perfor-
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(lat,long)
(37.870,-122.268)
(42.388,-72.524)
(44.040,-123.060)
(40.445,-79.948)
(33.970,-118.250)
(35.750,139.500)
(25.020,121.370)
(42.378,-71.116)
(38.910,-77.020)
(40.765,-111.844)
(40.489,-74.408)
(55.750,37.600)

Hostnames
planetlab5.millennium.berkeley.edu, planet2.berkeley.intel-research.net
planetlab2.engr.uconn.edu, planetlab1.cs.dartmouth.edu,
planetlab2.cs.umass.edu
planetlab2.cs.uoregon.edu, planetlab2.een.orst.edu
planet1.pittsburgh.intel-research.net, planetlab-2.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu
planetlab1.postel.org, planetlab1.cs.ucla.edu,
planetlab3.nbgisp.com
planet0.jaist.ac.jp, planetlab-04.naist.jp,
pub2-s.ane.cmc.osaka-u.ac.jp
planetlab1.iis.sinica.edu.tw, planetlab2.ntu.nodes.planet-lab.org
planetlab1.csail.mit.edu, lefthand.eecs.harvard.edu, planetlab-02.bu.edu
node1.lbnl.nodes.planet-lab.org, planetlab2.georgetown.edu
planetlab2.flux.utah.edu, planetlab2.byu.edu
planet2.att.nodes.planet-lab.org, planetlab1.rutgers.edu
pl1.grid.kiae.ru, plab-2.sinp.msu.ru

IP Addresses
169.229.50.14, 12.46.129.22
137.99.11.87, 129.170.214.191,
128.119.247.211
128.223.8.112, 128.193.33.8
12.108.127.136, 128.2.223.64
206.117.37.4, 131.179.112.70,
63.64.153.84
150.65.32.66, 163.221.11.74,
133.1.74.163
140.109.17.180, 140.112.107.82
128.31.1.11, 140.247.60.123, 204.8.155.227
198.128.56.11, 141.161.20.33
155.98.35.3, 128.187.223.212
204.178.4.164 ,165.230.49.114
144.206.66.56, 213.131.1.102

ASNs
25, 7018
13796, 10755,
1249
3582, 4201
7018, 9
4, 52,
18473
17932, 2500,
4730
9264, 17716
3, 11, 111
16, 11318
17055, 6510
6431, 46
6801, 12925

Figure 4: List of PlanetLab probe sources grouped by approximate location. Latitude and longitude values obtained through IP-to-LatLong translation from CoralCDN database. Each group of probe sources
emulates a multi-homed source with the PlanetLab nodes as the source’s providers.

mance will choose multiple upstream providers located in the same city, since it is more expensive to
obtain a direct connection to an upstream router in a different city. ASes with the ability to peer with
geographically distant ASes are likely to be more highly available than the ones we study. Finally, the
fourth requirement limits the destination set to those we can probe for availability and are not filtering or
significantly rate-limiting our probe traffic.
Finding Immediate Upstream Routers: Using the iPlane traceroute dataset [29], we identify those
BGP atom destinations that reside in ASes with degree between 2 and 5. For each destination, we merge
the IP traceroute path from each iPlane source to the destination and generate a reverse path tree, where
the root node is the destination and the leaves are the iPlane traceroute sources (Figure 3).
Starting from the root (D), we search among all adjacent nodes to find each immediate upstream
router in a different AS than that of the destination (routers U1 , U2 , and U3 in Figure 3). Each BGP atom
destination for which we identify upstream routers in at least two of its providers qualify as potential
destination candidates, since PlanetLab traceroute sources are able to contact the destination AS (AS1)
through different upstream ASes (AS2, AS3).
Verifying Proximity: To verify that the destinations are locally multi-homed, we use ttl-limited traceroute probes from PlanetLab nodes to more rigorously identify the latency between the destination and
the set of immediate upstream routers. Once we identify that both the upstream router and the destination respond to ICMP probes, we then send 5 probes to each router, taking the minimum reported
delay as the value most indicative of distance, also ensuring that the ICMP responses are not being ratelimited. We then subtract the delay to the destination from the delay to the upstream router to estimate
the round-trip-time between the upstream router and the destination.
If the delay between the upstream and the destination is below 5ms (a one-way delay of 2.5ms), we
consider the pair to be sufficiently close together. We identified 2943 multi-homed destinations for our
study.
4.1.2

Probe Sources and Destination Assignment

Emulating multi-homed sources: We emulate a multi-homed source using two or more PlanetLab
nodes located in the same city, a technique borrowed from Akella et al. [1]. For example, we use nodes
at Intel Research Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University as a pair emulating one multi-homed source.
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Figure 5: Multi-homed destination D is probed by 2 emulated multi-homed nodes consisting of 4 source
nodes.

We identify these sources automatically by using the CoralCDN IP geolocation database to map PlanetLab nodes to a latitude and longitude, and then grouping nodes if the distance between them is 5 miles
or less.
We call each node a source node (SN), and a set of source nodes in the same city an emulated multihomed node. We obtained 12 emulated multi-homed nodes consisting of 28 source nodes.2 8 of our
emulated multi-homed nodes emulate a 2-multi-homed source and 4 of them emulate a 3-multi-homed
source. Each source node runs a Scriptroute daemon [40] for probing.
Assigning destinations to emulated multi-homed nodes: We enlist 4 emulated multi-homed nodes to
probe a given destination, choosing those nodes with paths through several upstream entrances available
to the destination (Figure 5).3 Because PlanetLab nodes sometimes fail during availability probing, we
assign 2 emulated multi-homed nodes per upstream (i.e. 4 PlanetLab nodes probe a destination for every
AS upstream). Thus, a destination with two AS upstreams is probed by 4 emulated multi-homed nodes,
consisting of 8 to 10 source nodes.
Measurement statistics: Each source node probes at most 25 destinations simultaneously, a limit instituted to bound the probing rate of any given node to fall within acceptable use and to ensure that probes
are not lost due to PlanetLab network slice scheduling variation.4 Given this restriction, we probed 110
of the 2943 potential destinations from 12 emulated multi-homed nodes during the week of April 11–18,
2008. After removing destinations that were available less than 90% of the measurement period and paths
that provided less than 5 days worth of probe results, we obtain path data for 629 (source,destination)
pairs.

4.2

Probing

Probe timing: Our probe timing is based on SOSR’s probing algorithm for measuring availability [19].
Each source node sends ICMP probes to a destination every 20 seconds in a normal state. When a
destination does not respond within 3 seconds, the path transitions into a loss state. In a loss state,
2 We

originally obtained 18 emulated multi-homed nodes consisting of 43 source nodes, but many of the nodes failed for
significant periods of time during probing, so we removed them.
3 All destinations we consider here are 2-multi-homed destinations, though they may have several IP upstreams.
4 When we probed 50 destinations every 10-20 seconds, libpcap often could not keep up with the rate of outgoing
packets.
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Figure 6: When SN1 cannot reach D, it probes D’s upstreams, U1 and U2 , and records reachability and
latency. By probing all upstreams, even those the default path does not traverse, we can potentially discover
whether the destination could have been reached through another inbound path to the destination.

the probe server experiencing the probe loss probes the destination every 10 seconds. In addition, the
server probes each upstream router and records reachability (Figure 6). Upon receiving 5 consecutive
successful probe responses from the destination, the path returns to the normal state.
4.2.1

Definition of Failure

We define a path failure as path unavailability lasting more than 30 seconds, or in other words, when three
consecutive probes to a destination do not receive a response. This differs from the SOSR definition of
a failure: In our study, 3 probe losses followed by 1 probe success and another 3 probe losses are treated
as two separate 30 second failures, whereas SOSR would classify this as a 70 second failure. Thus, our
availability numbers represent an absolute uptime, rather than an end-user perceived uptime.
While our probe granularity does not capture transient failures lasting less than 30 seconds, we chose
this number to help differentiate congestion-related losses from real path unavailability: congestion may
explain 1 or even 2 consecutive probe losses, but the probability of losing three consecutive probes
(spaced 10 seconds apart) due to congestion is likely to be low: on a path experiencing 1% packet loss,
three consecutive losses would occur one out of every million probes (assuming losses 10 seconds apart
are relatively independent). Because each path sees fewer than 100,000 probes over the course of one
week, false failures introduced due to congestion are unlikely.
4.2.2

Upstream Tracking

The multi-homed destinations in our study do not have upstream routers that support packet deflection. Evaluating First+Last Hop Choice requires knowledge of whether the destination can be contacted
through any upstream routers: we must be able to determine the upstream used for probes that successfully reach a destination. This is done by sending ttl-limited probes and registering responses with a
destination→upstreamList database.
Tracking upstreams using time-to-live: To understand which upstream a given probe is going through,
each normal probe to the destination has its ttl set to the current number of hops to the destination.
When a path gets longer, the probe we receive has a source address that is different from the destination,
so the upstream has potentially changed. We then perform a traceroute to the destination to identify the
new upstream and the new number of hops to the destination.
Paths can also get shorter or use a different upstream, and sending ttl-limited probes set to expire
at the destination will not capture these cases. Thus, we also periodically (every 5 minutes to prevent
probing overload) send a ttl-limited probe with the ttl set to terminate at the expected upstream. If
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the response we receive is not from the upstream currently listed, we update the current upstream value
to the one just discovered.
Upstream router database: We seed each server with a list of destinations and the associated upstreams
discovered during node selection. The upstream list we provide is often incomplete because later probing
identifies new upstreams (e.g. introduced due to path changes, fail-over links). We therefore maintain
a database of destination→upstreamList entries that are updated to reflect which immediate upstream
routers a source node has routed through to reach a destination.
When a source node experiences a path failure, it queries the database to get an updated list of
upstreams to probe. When a source node observes a new upstream, it registers the upstream in the
database.

4.3

Measurement Issues

Clock skew: In our data analysis, we compare probes from different sources. A large clock skew on
the PlanetLab nodes (e.g., greater than 10 seconds) would shift probes to different measurement bins,
causing error [33].
To prevent such errors, we probed every source node every minute to obtain their NTP or ICMP
timestamp response, and then calculated the drift over time. After removing one problem node from
our experiment, no source node drifted further than 5 seconds from any other node in the experiment,
ensuring that their probes fell into the correct interval.
Lack of real multi-homed sources: Our probe sources do not perfectly represent a multi-homed source.
Our construction may underestimate the impact of correlated failures, e.g. due to power outages at the
source or to failures at a local exchange point where logically disjoint paths physically meet. However,
as our focus is on destination-side failures, we are mostly concerned with visibility into failures at the
core and near the destination.

5

Active Measurement Results

This section presents our active measurement results. We describe the path availability provided by
5 path models, including First Hop Choice and First+Last Hop Choice. In addition, we analyze the
distribution of length of failures observed in our study to provide intuition for the kinds of failures that
each path model experiences or avoids. Lastly, we briefly discuss the latency characteristics of the paths
measured in the study.

5.1

Availability

Path Models: We consider five path models in our study:
• Single Path - Single Path routing: uses only the default path to the destination.
• First Hop Choice - Intelligent multi-homing: can use the default path from any upstream provider
to the destination.
• Last Hop Choice - Uses the default path to the destination, or the path from the source to destination
through any of the destination’s upstream providers.
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• First+Last Hop Choice - Uses intelligent multi-homing, but also allows choice of deflecting through
any of the destination’s upstreams.
• DestReach - The upper bound on availability: how often the destinations are available.
Calculating Availability:
For Single Path, we calculate the availability percentage by dividing the total uptime by the total
measurement period for the path from a source node SN1 to a destination D, denoted as SN1 − D.
For First Hop Choice, we merge the availability for SN1 − D and SN2 − D, where SN1 and SN2
form an emulated multi-homed source. As shown below, if the path SN1 − D was down from t1 to t2
but SN2 − D was available during that time, we consider the emulated multi-homed node with upstream
providers SN1 and SN2 to have 100% availability to D during this time period.
SN1 D
+
SN2 D

UP

DOWN

UP

UP
UP

DOWN

merges to
(SN1,SN2)

D

DOWN

UP
t1

UP

t2

For Last Hop Choice and First+Last Hop Choice, we use the paths provided by Single Path and
First Hop Choice, but also consider the paths going through the upstreams to the destination. Because
we cannot deflect packets through the last hop routers of the real destinations, we use the probing data
from other PlanetLab nodes to observe the availability of the link between all last hop routers and the
destination.
For a given source,destination pair (S,D) with upstream set U during time-interval t, we can calculate
the availability through all upstreams as:
Avail(S, D,U,t) = Avail(S, D,t) |
(∀i. (Avail(S,Ui ,t) & Avail(Ui , D,t))),
where Avail(a, b,t) = 1 if a could contact b during time interval t, and 0 otherwise.
We illustrate this in the figure below, where a source node SN1 is unable to reach the destination D
during a time interval [t0 , t2 ] because the upstream it traverses has failed. However, another source node
has successfully probed the destination during this time interval using a path through upstream U1 . Thus,
we have proof that the link from U1 to D is working. During time interval [t1 , t2 ], SN1 probes all of D’s
upstreams, including U1 . If the path from SN1 to U1 is working and the path from U1 to D is working,
we obtain a piecewise proof that the path from SN1 to D is available through an alternative upstream
U1 during interval [t1 , t2 ]. This allows us to measure the availability benefits of last hop choice without
having control of packet deflection at the last hop.
SN1 D
+
SN1 U1
+
U1 D

UP

DOWN
UP
UP

merges to
SN1

D

DOWN
UP

UP
t0 t1
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Figure 7: CDF of path availability under different path construction schemes.

DestReach, or destination reachability, measures how often the destinations were observably available from any source at all. Because we assign eight to ten source nodes to every destination, many other
sources can potentially reach the destination when one emulated source node cannot.
5.1.1

Availability Results

Figure 7 plots the CDF of availability using each path model. The x-axis represents the path availability
as a fraction of time that the path worked during the week-long measurement period, while the y-axis
represents the fraction of paths that achieved availability less than the corresponding point on the x-axis.
For example, the height where the lines meet the right edge of the graph indicates what fraction of paths
achieved less than full (100%) availability.
Using Single Path routing, 70% of paths experienced less than 100% availability. Single-homed
sources contacting multi-homed destinations therefore observe the destinations as being often unavailable, despite the destination’s best efforts to multi-home.
By allowing a source to deflect through any of a destination’s upstreams (Last Hop Choice), only
50% of paths experienced less than 100% availability: 20% of paths were able to eliminate all failures
experienced under Single Path by deflecting through a last hop router.
Multi-homed sources that can select which upstream to use (First Hop Choice) experience higher
availability: only 25% of paths are available less than 100%. Since a majority of paths under First Hop
Choice are likely to collide near the destination, this improvement implies resilience to failures near the
source or in the core of the Internet.
Using First+Last Hop Choice, 84% of paths exhibit 100% availability: about 10% of paths that
experienced failures when they could only select an outbound route were now failure free.
The availability of each of the path models above is upper-bounded by destination reachability (DestReach), i.e. path failures where the actual destination was unavailable (e.g. router reboots, power
outages). As shown in Figure 7, 12% of the destinations we consider were unavailable during the measurement period for some amount of time. Only 4% of paths experience a failure where First+Last
Hop Choice is unable to reach the destination when the destination was provably available. We discuss
potential explanations for these 4% of paths in the next section.
In summary, we find that providing last hop choice can significantly improve availability for both
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Figure 8: CDF of path availability, zoomed in to analyze differences between First+Last Hop Choice,
First+Last Optimistic, and DestReach. When First+Last Hop Choice fails to reach the destination that is
available, the emulated multi-homed node cannot reach any of the destination’s upstreams.

single-homed and multi-homed sources: 10% of paths that experienced a failure under First Hop Choice
were made fully available when given the ability to choose the first and last AS hops. Moreover, the
paths provided by First+Last Hop Choice are almost always as available as the destinations themselves,
leaving little room for further availability improvements.
5.1.2

Understanding the Gap Between First+Last Hop Choice and DestReach

We consider an additional path model: First+Last Optimistic, where we simply require the destination’s
upstreams be reachable when First+Last Hop Choice is unable to reach the destination. As shown
in Figure 8, this provides almost no improvement over First+Last Hop Choice, indicating that when
First+Last Hop Choice fails, none of the source nodes in the emulated multi-homed node could reach
any of the upstreams of the destination.
There are two potential explanations for the gap between First+Last Hop Choice and DestReach:
1. Correlated failures: neither of the source nodes could reach the destination or the upstreams, but
another source node in another city could.
2. Probing an incomplete set of upstreams: during a failure, a source node SN1 obtains a list of the
upstreams to a destination by querying our upstream-tracking database. For short failures, however, another source node may be successfully reaching the destination through a backup upstream
router that is only visible during this short failure. Thus, SN1 does not probe the backup router,
and hence we do not obtain enough information to know whether this failure could be avoided.
Given our data, we are unable to completely distinguish between correlated failures and an incomplete upstream knowledge. Since upstreams are only probed every five minutes, we will not know of the
existence of a temporary backup router during short failures.
However, Figure 8 shows that paths with less than 99.9% availability were all down specifically because the destination itself was down. A downtime of 5 minutes in one week represents a path availability
of 99.65%, so all failures observed by First+Last Hop Choice but avoided by DestReach are shorter than
5 minutes. This leads us to believe that the gap is more likely explained by an incomplete set of upstream
routers than by correlated failures.
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Median Failure Duration (s)
99%-ile Failure Duration (s)
Longest Failure Observed (s)
Avg. Total Failures/Path

Single Path
47.011
1944.605
39401.801
9.348

First Hop Choice
110.316
5132.227
27187.302
1.944

First+Last Hop Choice
110.316
5224.732
27187.302
1.500

DestReach
104.316
5229.299
27187.302
1.131

Figure 9: Failure characteristics for Single Path, First Hop Choice, First+Last Hop Choice, and DestReach.

5.2

Failure Characteristics

To understand the kinds of failures experienced by each path model, we present failure duration numbers
for four path models in Figure 9.
The median failure duration under Single Path is 47 seconds: most failures observed by Single Path
are relatively short. On the other hand, Single Path also observes a failure that is longer than those
experienced by other path models.
For First Hop Choice, First+Last Hop Choice, and DestReach, the failure distribution is nearly identical. A closer inspection of the actual failures observed shows that all failures longer than 600 seconds
were due to destination failures. Thus, First+Last Hop Choice only improves upon First Hop Choice
for failures shorter than 10 minutes.
Under Single Path, one path experienced a failure for half a day that could not be explained by
a destination failure. In this case, the routing infrastructure was unable to make that path available.
However, another node in the same city was able to reach that destination, allowing First Hop Choice to
circumvent the failure.
To more clearly illustrate where First+Last Hop Choice improves upon First Hop Choice, we also
plot the failure duration CDF on an absolute scale in Figure 10, where the y-axis represents the cumulative absolute downtime rather than over a fraction of failures (note the log-log axes). We observe the
following:
• Single-path routing experiences a significantly larger number of short failures than all multi-path
models.
• First+Last Hop Choice eliminates several short failures that First Hop Choice experiences. Since
many paths observe only a few failures over the entire measurement period, each failure eliminated
provides a significant improvement in availability.
• The destinations we consider were rarely down for more than 500 seconds, and only a few destination failures lasted longer than 2000 seconds. However, these long destination failures significantly
affect the total cumulative downtime experienced by all models.
We note that because the number of paths considered for Single Path and Last Hop Choice is twice
that of the multi-path models, the cumulative downtime should not be directly compared.

5.3

Latency

While their major goal is often to improve availability, alternative path mechanisms also care about
performance: if the default path fails, the alternative path should perform somewhat similarly to reduce
the impact of a failure on a particular path. Because we do not control the multi-homed destinations
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Figure 10: CDF of failure duration on an absolute scale.

in this study, we analyze latency improvements but not bandwidth improvements, the latter being much
more difficult to measure at the scale of our study.
In our analysis, we break time into 10 second intervals and aggregate all probe responses for a given
source, destination pair during this interval. For First Hop Choice and First+Last Hop Choice, there
exist several latency choices (one for every path), and the value chosen for the interval depends on the
path selection algorithm used. We consider two path selection models in this paper:
1. Omniscient: the source can choose the best path during a given time interval based on the results.
2. Predictive: the path with the best latency during interval i is the path whose latency will be used
for interval i + 1.
The omniscient model represents an upper-bound on the performance benefits of First Hop Choice
and First+Last Hop Choice. The predictive model is a straw-man path selection scheme that is more
susceptible to noise. More complex path selection algorithms exist (e.g. [4]), but the performance of
other models should fall somewhere between the two strategies we study.
5.3.1

Latency Results

In this section, we confirm previous results showing that alternative path selection can provide improvements to latency. Furthermore, we find that First+Last Hop Choice does not provide significantly better
performance in comparison to First Hop Choice.
Using Omniscient path selection: As shown in Figure 11(a), the alternative paths offered by multihoming can significantly improve path latency compared to single-path routing under an omniscient path
selection scheme. For 25% of paths, alternative paths improve median latency by at least 10ms. In
most cases, one of the upstreams has a better path to the given destination, and as a result, the average
latency level is dominated by the quality of the better path. This reaffirms previous results that any path
choice can greatly improve latency. The improvement at the 95%-ile level suggests that multi-homing
provides some resilience to single path routing anomalies: each path consists of 25000 probe intervals,
during which severe routing anomalies occur often enough to create a large performance gap between
paths for at least 1250 probe intervals.
First+Last Hop Choice does not significantly improve path latency compared to multi-homing at any
percentile. There are two explanations for this lack of improvement:
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Figure 11: CDF of median and 95%-ile path latency difference compared to Single Path.

• One source’s path to the destination is almost always better than the other, and thus the benefits of
First+Last Hop Choice are not seen at the percentile levels shown.
• The paths provided by First+Last Hop Choice are roughly the same in terms of geographic distance
traveled, since the alternative deflection point exists in the same city as the destination.
These observations reaffirm hypotheses from previous work that much of the latency improvements
of alternative path routing come from avoiding a bad path, not finding the best one [19, 28, 38].
Under Predictive path selection: Figure 11(b) shows that Predictive path selection for First Hop Choice
and First+Last Hop Choice does not provide better paths as often as omniscient selection, although the
overall conclusions are roughly the same.
In summary, omniscient path selection provides an upper bound on the achievable latency benefits
of both First Hop Choice and First+Last Hop Choice, but the upper bound does not differ significantly
from predictive selection models. These results help to explain the benefits observed previously [5],
and show that while simple multi-homing can significantly improve latency, further flexibility does not
provide additional benefits.

6
6.1

Discussion
Implementing First+Last Hop Choice

The focus of this work is on the methods and measuring the benefits of multi-homing without regard to
implementation technique. Given that First+Last Hop Choice appears to provide significant availability benefits over multi-homing, however, it is worth discussing these issues briefly. We highlight one
possible way to implement First+Last Hop Choice in today’s architecture.
First+Last Hop Choice requires that a multi-homed enterprise advertise last-hop reachability. Two
additional services are needed beyond what the Internet currently provides to implement this technique: last-hop packet redirection and an out-of-band dissemination system allowing discovery of IPprefix→last-hop addresses.
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Redirection using IP-in-IP encapsulation: A multi-homed source must be able to choose a path
to a destination through an alternative upstream router. Encapsulation has been proposed as one way to
provide this choice [44, 35], and is supported at line-speed in modern routers [16]. These last-hop routers
must then simply determine whether the packet is destined for one of their supported destinations. As a
result, this redirection can be implemented effectively in today’s architecture.
Disseminating last hop mappings: A multi-homed source must be able to obtain the list of last-hop
routers for a given destination in an out-of-band fashion. We assume that a multi-homed AS will want to
provide increased availability to all nodes within the AS, and so an AS need only publish mappings for
destinations at the IP-prefix granularity. Thus, mappings represent an IP-prefix→router-list association
rather than a per-destination mapping.
This mapping granularity admits several mechanisms for disseminating the mappings between a destination IP prefix and a list of last-hop routers. Fortunately, these mechanisms can be simple, because
the mappings need not be kept aggressively up-to-date for the system to function well. Stale mappings
do not reduce availability below that provided by default BGP routing, because the source can always
elect to use the default path. Moreover, mappings reflect a business agreement between a customer and
a provider, and thus should change infrequently.
To quantify the size of the global mapping state, we estimate that a mapping between a destination
prefix and a set of last-hop routers will require no more than 30 bytes per prefix: 32+8 bits for the prefix
and mask for a set of destinations, and 32+8 bits for the last-hop router IP and some additional data for
traffic engineering/policy uses, and we restrict each prefix to five last-hop routers (further multi-homing
is unlikely to significantly improve availability). The size of the table scales linearly with the number
of prefixes in the table, and current backbone routing tables contain roughly 235,000 prefixes. Casually
rounding up the number of prefixes to the nearest million to compensate for routing table growth as a
result of increased multi-homing, the full mapping table would contain less than 30MB.
While even this number is quite manageable, disseminating table updates should be much easier. In
one typical week (Jul 2–9 2007), fewer than 3000 prefixes were introduced or switched to a different
provider. We calculated this number by finding all customer ASes that switched to a new provider
AS between successive versions of the CAIDA AS topology. We then counted all prefixes newly or
formerly advertised via BGP by those customer ASes. 671 prefixes switched, and approximately 2000
new prefixes were introduced in the later BGP table. Thus, less than 90KB of data needs to be sent each
week to keep the IP-prefix→last-hop router list up to date.

6.2

Related Work

Several proposals for source routing provide path choice [6, 45, 23, 48], but much of their benefits come
at the cost of scalability and policy restrictions; we refer the reader to [44] for a detailed discussion of
multi-path routing architectures. Regardless, because of their enormous flexibility, we consider source
routing models as the “gold standard” for obtaining high availability and seek to understand where path
choice can most effectively provide as high availability as source routing designs.
Both MIRO and Routing Deflections [44, 46] propose new multi-path routing architectures by specifying how to negotiate and use alternate paths to a destination. In contrast, our work attempts to identify
which ASes should negotiate to obtain disjoint paths that could be used in a future routing architecture
providing a small and effective set of failure disjoint paths to end-hosts.
Tunneling packets across the Internet core has been proposed as a way to scale BGP routing [47].
Our work has much in common with CRIO’s tunneling [47], the recent Locator/ID separator (LISP)
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proposal [35], and Virtual Peerings [34]. We find it encouraging that similar architectures can simultaneously increase availability (our work) and improve scalability and traffic engineering (prior work).
Overlay-based techniques like RON, SOSR, and Detour [3, 19, 38] use overlay nodes to find failuredisjoint paths. Our work identifies the important properties that these overlay routing techniques take
advantage of; we believe that our results may help inform designs for future overlay networks by making
it more clear where and why they should seek to provide disjoint paths.
Previous work on comparing multi-homing and overlay routing shows that a lack of link diversity
near the edges of the network are a major factor reducing the availability benefits from both multihoming and overlays [2]. Their results particularly applied to multi-homed sources contacting singlehomed destinations, while we extend that study to consider multi-homed destinations. Others found that
path diversity does not significantly improve end-to-end path delay for a small deployment of academic
nodes [41]; we try to measure availability from more nodes and paths and obtain similar path delay
results.
Failover-based routing mechanisms [8, 24] attempt to provide immediate failover to backup paths
upon detected failures. Several researchers have found benefits to having disjoint paths in simulations [24, 21, 15]. In our work, we attempt to measure the benefits of having disjoint paths using
real-world active measurements.
Teixeira et al. [42] found that a traceroute-inferred topology of the Sprint backbone under-counted
potential path diversity due to missing backup links. While our study is at the autonomous system level,
their results provide a warning that similar un-exposed relationships may lead our AS study to also
undercount diversity.

7

Conclusion

This paper helps identify where and how much topological knowledge can most effectively improve
Internet availability. We characterize the path disjointness and availability achieved by several multihoming models. Our analytical AS topology results and active measurement study showed that choosing
the first and last AS hops provides AS disjoint paths that can substantially increase availability. These
results suggest an effective degree of topology exposure for future Internet architectures that balances
availability gains with scalability.
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